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FOR EVERYTHING SOCCER!

WeGotSoccer is proud to partner with one of the most long standing and highly acclaimed brands in sports, Admiral. With this direct relationship we are able to bring quality coaching and training equipment and apparel at an affordable cost. We also feature the top brands in soccer including Kwik Goal, Nike, Adidas, Under Armour, Puma, and more!
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**WGS PERFORMANCE TEE**

**TEAM PRICING $8.99 EA**

Sweat-wicking material moves moisture away from the body and keeps you dry.
- This is the perfect piece for any player or club looking for a performance top for practice, training or gameday.
- Solid colors are perfect for your rec program or to match any team colors.

**MSRP $15.00 EA**  
**ITEM NUMBER: W19468**

**Available Colors:**  
Red, Gold, Navy, Royal Blue, Dark Red, Sky, Forest Green, Orange, Purple, Black, White, Silver, Pink, Emerald

---

**WGS PERFORMANCE CLUB SHORT**

**TEAM PRICING $7.99 EA**

The perfect short for any player or club. Practice, training, or gameday this comfortable and durable garment will keep you cool at a tremendous value.

**MSRP $12.00 EA**  
**ITEM NUMBER: W19469**

**Available Colors:**  
Black/White
WGS TOURNEY SOCK

TEAM PRICING $4.99 PAIR

The tourney sock will keep you comfortable, dry, and supported at a tremendous value.

- Polyester & spandex blend performance material with a cotton padded foot for added comfort.
- Sweat-wicking material on the back of the calf and front ankle keeps you cool and dry
- A great addition to a starter kit or stock up at this affordable price.

MSRP $8.00 PAIR  ITEM NUMBER: W19472

Available Colors:
Black/White

WGS PROFESSIONAL SOCK

TEAM PRICING $4.99 PAIR

The tourney sock will keep you comfortable, dry, and supported at a tremendous value.

- Polyester & spandex blend performance material with a cotton padded foot for added comfort.
- Sweat-wicking material on the back of the calf and front ankle keeps you cool and dry
- A great addition to a starter kit or stock up at this affordable price.

MSRP $8.00 PAIR  ITEM NUMBER: W19864

Available Colors:
White, Purple, Sky, Royal Blue, Navy, Forest, Emerald, Gold, Orange, Dark Red, Red, Silver, Black
The traditional scrimmage vest is required for any coach's training session. It is available in 3 size. This is our most popular nylon scrimmage vest. Each vest is rugged, reliable and will last a very long time. 100% Nylon micro mesh.

**WGS PERFORMANCE TRAINING VEST**

**TEAM PRICING $3.59 EA**

The WGS performance training vest is the perfect piece for team scrimmages. It’s a great piece for practice or training.
- This vest is designed to be unrestricted and stay cool with polyester mesh, at a tremendous value!
- Solid bright color with a durable contrasting binding.
- Wide neck and arm holes add comfort and ease to taking off and putting on this vest.
- Screenprint available on request.

**MSRP $5.00 EA**

*Available Colors:*
Fluorescent Green, Royal, Fluorescent Yellow

**KWIK GOAL DELUXE SCRIMMAGE VEST**

**TEAM PRICING $4.59 EA**

The traditional scrimmage vest is required for any coach’s training session. It is available in 3 size. This is our most popular nylon scrimmage vest. Each vest is rugged, reliable and will last a very long time. 100% Nylon micro mesh.

**MSRP $6.00 EA**

*Available Colors:*
Black, Green, Red, Royal, Yellow, Hi Vis Yellow, Hi Vis Green, Hi Vis Pink
WGS PERFORMANCE GOALKEEPER JERSEY

TEAM PRICING $24.99 EA

The WGS Performance Goalkeeper Jersey, built with premium material for practice, training, or gameday. This jersey will keep you cool and comfortable when the heat rises on pitch, and protection on the elbow.

- Raglan sleeves and rib sleeve cuffs define the arm of this GK Jersey.
- Sweat-wicking material keeps you cool and dry in any condition.

MSRP $30.00 EA ITEM NUMBER: W19470

Available Colors:
Fluorescent Orange, Fluorescent Yellow

WGS STOPPER CK CLOVE

TEAM PRICING $19.99 EA

The WGS Stopper GK Glove uses premium glove materials and design to provide excellent padded protection and grip when the game is on the line.

- Latex foam cushion provides excellent impact absorption and grip.
- Traditional flat palm shape and thumb wrap for maximum catching surface.

MSRP $25.00 EA ITEM NUMBER: W19644

WGS SAVE SUPPORT GK GLOVE

TEAM PRICING $34.99 EA

The WGS Save Support Goalkeeper Glove uses premium materials and design to provide excellent protection and grip.

- Polyfoam cushion provides excellent impact absorption.
- Thumb wrap provides more surface area for extra grip on the ball.
- Backhand finger save protection supports prevent hyper extension and broken bones.

MSRP $45.00 EA ITEM NUMBER: W19645
**WGS REGULAR FIELD MARKER**

**TEAM PRICING $0.59 EA**

The WGS Regular field marker has a 2 inch high marker with 7 inch base 26 gram weight designed for coaching drills, and are available in five different colors.

*MSRP $0.75 EA  ITEM NUMBER: W19714*

**Available Colors:**
Blue, Red, Fluorescent Orange, Fluorescent Yellow, and Fluorescent Green.

---

**WGS JUMBO TRAINING CONE 7in.**

**TEAM PRICING $2.49 EA**

The WGS Jumbo Training Cone is a 7” high marker designed for coaching drills and is available in Hi-Vis fluorescent orange.

- Designed to be used with coaching sticks to create small hurdles of varying height (coaching sticks sold separately).
- 7” high x 12” wide base with high vis color for easy spotting.

*MSRP $3.00 EA  ITEM NUMBER: W19715*

**Available Colors:**
Fluorescent Orange

---

**WGS 9” COLLAPSIBLE TRAINING CONE (10 PIECE)**

**TEAM PRICING $14.99 SET**

High visibility orange 9 inch collapsible training cones.

- Designed to collapse should a player fall!
- Can be used with coaching sticks for low agility hurdles. 10 piece set.

*MSRP $20.00 SET  ITEM NUMBER: W19716*

**Colors & Quantities:**
Fluorescent Orange
WGS TURF COACHING STICK SET (4 PIECE)

TEAM PRICING $89.99 SET

2 piece PVC coaching stick. High visibility Flo Green Color.
- 1.5mm thick and 5ft high & comes with set of 4 weighted bases.

MSRP $130.00 SET ITEM NUMBER: WGSCSTURF

WGS NATURAL GRASS COACHING STICK SET (4 PIECE)

TEAM PRICING $29.99 SET

2 piece PVC coaching stick (comes with 4 spikes)
- 1.5mm thick and 5ft high.

MSRP $38.00 SET ITEM NUMBER: WGSCSGRASS

WGS COACHING STICKS (PAIR)

TEAM PRICING $6.99 SET

2 piece PVC coaching stick (Hi-Visibility Green).
- 2 Piece PVC stick (1.5mm thick and 5' high).

MSRP $7.50 SET ITEM NUMBER: W19719

ADD A CARRYING BAG, SPRING LOADED BASE, AND SWIVEL CLIPS.
See Page 14 for Details and Pricing.
WGS AGILITY LADDER

TEAM PRICING $34.99 EA
The WGS Agility Ladder is a 20ft long training aid designed for a variety of coaching drills to increase agility, speed and power.

- Designed to be used for agility, speed, and power drills, 20 ft long x 20" wide fully extended, 17½" between ladder rungs.
- Durable HDPE material withstands impact, Carry bag included.

MSRP $45.00 EA ITEM NUMBER: W19730
Available Colors: Fluorescent Green/Black

WGS AGILITY HURDLES (6 PIECE SET)

TEAM PRICING $49.99 SET
Multi-functional agility hurdle made from lightweight, durable, once piece PVC material.

- Adjustable to 6” high, 20” wide or 12” high, 20” wide.
- 6 pcs per set, includes hurdle carrier.

MSRP $60.00 SET ITEM NUMBER: W19725
Available Colors: Mixed
Fluorescent Green

WGS PLAYER RINGS (12)

TEAM PRICING $24.99 SET
High visibility heavy duty 3/4” wide ABS Player Coordination Rings.

- 20” Diameter, perfect for all purpose training and drill work.
- 12 Rings per set and a nylon/mesh carry bag. Set comes with 6 florescent green and 6 florescent orange rings.

MSRP $30.00 SET ITEM NUMBER: W19727
Available Colors: Mixed
**KWIK GOAL STRAP CONE CARRIER**

**TEAM PRICING $4.75 EA**

Nylon strap. Holds up to 150 disc cones or approximately 75 large disc cones.

_MSRP $6.00 EA_  ITEM NUMBER: ps6

*Available Colors:*
Black

**KWIK GOAL STRAP CONE CARRIER - HI-VIS**

**TEAM PRICING $4.75 EA**

Nylon strap. Holds up to 150 disc cones or approximately 75 large disc cones.

_MSRP $6.00 EA_  ITEM NUMBER: ps7

*Available Colors:*
Fluorescent Yellow

**KWIK GOAL SOCCER CLIPBOARD**

**TEAM PRICING $8.50 EA**

The 18B301 Soccer Clipboard is a staple for any coach.
- Easily show your tactics to your players during games or at halftime.
- The clipboard includes a paper clip, allowing you to keep loose papers in order.

_MSRP $11.00 EA_  ITEM NUMBER: 18B301

**WGS FINGER GRIP WHISTLE**

**TEAM PRICING $4.99 EA**

FX Thermoplastic finger grip whistle assures a secure grip.
- 100% constructed on high-impact ABS plastic impervious to moisture.

_MSRP $9.99 EA_  ITEM NUMBER: W19732
**WGS TRAINING 2 BALL**

**TEAM PRICING $11.99 EA**

The perfect Soccer ball for practice and training. This soccer ball is durable on firm ground, turf, and any condition, dry or wet.

- Machine stitched for soft touch and durability.
- 4.2mm TPU cover. High-Gloss finish with WGS logo printed on both sides.
- Nylon wound bladder for air retention and durability.

*MSRP $16.00 EA*  
*ITEM NUMBER: W19647*

*Available in 3 Sizes:*
- **Size 3:** White/Green
- **Size 4:** White/Orange
- **Size 5:** White/Yellow

**WGS MATCH SOCCER BALL**

**TEAM PRICING $19.99 EA**

This Soccer ball is durable on grass and turf in all conditions, dry or wet. Develop your skills with a ball that has a true flight, soft yet firm touch, and will hold up over time.

- Laminated TBSE (thermal bonded) for soft touch and durability.
- 3.0mm TPU Cover. High-Gloss finish with WGS logo on both sides.
- Fabric wound bladder for air retention and durability.

*MSRP $30.00 EA*  
*ITEM NUMBER: W19648*

**WGS JUGGLER BALL**

**TEAM PRICING $7.99 EA**

Practice your juggling skills, sharpen your footwork, and improve your touch control with the WGS Juggler Soccer Ball.

- Machine stitched for soft touch and durability.
- 2.7mm CLPVC Cover. High-Gloss Finish.
- All juggler balls are size 2.

*MSRP $10.00 EA*  
*ITEM NUMBER: W19646*
**WGS PREMIUM BALL BAG**

**TEAM PRICING $19.99 EA**

Heavy duty, strong woven polyester and mesh ball carrying bag specifically designed for ease of use.
- Holds up to 15 size 5 balls.
- Strong reinforced seams with heavy duty braided rope close top.
- Convenient carry handle on back of bag.
- Admiral logo screened on front of bag.

*MSRP $30.00 EA  ITEM NUMBER: W19738*

*Available Colors: Black*

**WGS BALL CARRY NET**

**TEAM PRICING $3.99 EA**

The Ball Carry Net is constructed of durable nylon for carrying soccer balls to practices and games.
- Holds up to 14 size 5 balls.
- Constructed from braided and knotted nylon.

*MSRP $8.00 EA  ITEM NUMBER: W19742*

*Available Colors: Orange*

**KWIK GOAL EQUIPMENT BAGS**

**TEAM PRICING $9.00 EA**

24” x 36” mesh ball bag. Tight micro mesh nylon bag with toggle string.
- Holds up to 8 size 5 balls.
- Kwik Goal logo screened on bag.

*MSRP $12.00 EA  ITEM NUMBER: 5B1202*

*Available Colors: White, Red, Blue, Hi Vis Pink*
**WGS PRO CORNER FLAG SET**

Team Pricing $59.99 Set

Official size pro corner flag set comes with 4 white poles and 4 red flags.
- Each pole is a two piece construction for easy set-up, breakdown, and transporting
- Spring and spike for natural grass surface come with each pole.
- Come with red flags with small Admiral logo screened on bottom right corner.
- Poly carry bag included.

*MSRP $80.00 EA  ITEM NUMBER: W19722*

---

**WGS WEIGHTED BASE (SET OF 4)**

Team Pricing $79.99 Set

Weighted Base set is ideal for use with corner flags and coaching sticks on artificial turf, indoors, or other hard surfaces.
- High density durable rubber.
- Accepts a 1” - 1.5” wide corner flag pole or coaching sticks.
- Each base weighs 4 lbs.

*MSRP $100.00 EA  ITEM NUMBER: W19724*
**KWIK GOAL OFFICIAL CORNER FLAGS (SET OF 4)**

**TEAM PRICING $105.00 SET**

This official corner flag set is best suited for and meets NFHS and NCAA standards.
- Each flag comes with steel base and ground peg for natural grass surfaces.
- Official corner flags are available in red or pink.

**MSRP $136.00 SET  ITEM NUMBER: 6b504**

**KWIK GOAL OBSTACLE COURSE MARKERS (SET OF 4)**

**TEAM PRICING $97.00 SET**

Obstacle course markers can serve as game corner flags for clubs play.
- Each flag comes with steel base and ground peg for natural grass surfaces.
- Can also be used in training for slalom course drills.
- Obstacle course markers come with red flags.

**MSRP $126.00 SET  ITEM NUMBER: 16b504**

**KWIK GOAL PREMIER CORNER FLAGS (SET OF 4)**

**TEAM PRICING $200.00 SET**

The premium corner flag set is best suited for and meets NFHS and NCAA standards.
- Each flag comes with black weighted base making this set all-surface friendly.
- The Premier Corner Flags are available in red or pink.
- Single assembled flag pole weight: 8.5 lbs.

**MSRP $260.00 SET  ITEM NUMBER: 6b1404**
**WGS Coaching Stick Swivel Clips**

**TEAM PRICING $5.99 EA**

Swivel clips come in packs of 12 and are used to build hurdles and obstacles with WGS coaching sticks.

*MSRP $10.00 EA  ITEM NUMBER: W19723*

---

**WGS Spike (18cm)**

**TEAM PRICING $1.75 EA**

The 18cm spike is made of be used with WGS Corner Flags and WGS Coaching Sticks on natural grass surfaces.

- Screw in Spike has a new 6cm circular base to allow for spike to be more easily pushed into the ground with your foot.

*MSRP $2.00 EA  ITEM NUMBER: W19717*

---

**WGS Spring Loaded Base**

**TEAM PRICING $4.99 EA**

The WeGotSoccer Spring Loaded Base is a great for using with coaching stick and spike to make a spring loaded coaching aid.

*MSRP $7.00 SET  ITEM NUMBER: W19718*

---

**WGS Pole Carrying Case**

**TEAM PRICING $5.99 EA**

The WGS 30 inch pole black carry bag is designed for use with the WGS Coaching Sticks and other corner flag poles. At 30" long this bag with carry 12, 30" poles.

*MSRP $8.00 EA  ITEM NUMBER: W19721*

---

**Replacement Corner Flag - Red**

**TEAM PRICING $5.99 SET**

Single color red flag with Admiral logo. Sold in sets of 4 and come with pole clips

*MSRP $8.00 SET  ITEM NUMBER: W19720*
## WGS WEIGHTED POP-UP GOALS

| TEAM PRICING/ MEDIUM | $44.99 EA |
| TEAM PRICING/ LARGE  | $54.99 EA |

The WGS Weighted Pop-up (PUG) Goal is ideal for small sided games, training or scrimmaging. Ready to play anywhere.
- Designed with a steel/Poly frame, gusseted nylon corners and a polyester net with 15mm mesh for added durability.
- Weighted base for increased stability without anchor pegs.
- Easy to breakdown and fold into a carrying bag for transport.
- Hi vis florescent green frame with white netting.

**MSRP MEDIUM/ $60.00 EA**
**ITEM NUMBER: W19734-FLN-MED**

**MSRP LARGE/ $80.00 EA**
**ITEM NUMBER: W19734-FLN-LRG**

## WGS POP-UP GOALS

| TEAM PRICING/ SMALL  | $34.99 PAIR |
| TEAM PRICING/ MEDIUM | $44.99 PAIR |
| TEAM PRICING/ LARGE  | $54.99 PAIR |

The WGS Pop-up (PUG) Goal is ideal for small sided games, training or scrimmaging. Ready to play in seconds.
- Folds into a carry case for easy transport from home to practice.
- Reinforced with steel anchors to help keep goal in place.
- Black frame with hi vis florescent green netting.

**MSRP SMALL/ $40.00 PAIR**
**ITEM NUMBER: W19735-FLN-SML**

**MSRP MEDIUM/ $60.00 PAIR**
**ITEM NUMBER: W19735-FLN-MED**

**MSRP LARGE/ $80.00 PAIR**
**ITEM NUMBER: W19735-FLN-LRG**

## WGS SOCCER TENNIS NET

**TEAM PRICING $79.99 SET**

Soccer Volley Net. 10ft Wide x 2’8” High, Frame with 420D High Visibility florescent Green polyester.

**MSRP $100.00 SET**
**ITEM NUMBER: 0189**

**Goal Sizes Includes:**
- MEDIUM (48”W x 32”H x 32”D)
- LARGE (72”W x 42”H x 42”D)

## WGS WEIGHTED POP-UP GOALS

**Goal Sizes Includes:**
- SMALL (2.7’W x 20.5”H x 20.5”D)
- MEDIUM (4’W x 32”H x 32”D)
- LARGE (6’W x 48”H x 48”D)
**KWIK GOAL DELUXE EUROPEAN SOCCER GOAL (6 SIZES)**

| TEAM PRICING/ 2B3001 (4’H X 6’W) | $960.00 EA |
| TEAM PRICING/ 2B3002 (4.5’H X 9’W) | $1,115.00 EA |
| TEAM PRICING/ 2B3003 (6½’H X 12½’W) | $1,325.00 EA |
| TEAM PRICING/ 2B3004 (6½’H X 18½’W) | $1,505.00 EA |
| TEAM PRICING/ 2B3005 (7’H X 21’W) | $1,585.00 EA |
| TEAM PRICING/ 2B3006 (6½’H X 18½’W) | $1,715.00 EA |

The 2B3001, 2B3002, 2B3003, 2B3004 and 2B3005 Deluxe European Club Soccer Goals are ideal for games involving younger age groups. The 2B3006 Deluxe European Club Soccer Goal meets NFHS standards.

- The entire frame is 3” round aluminum, and the goal is all-surface friendly as the net clips into the Kwik Lock® Net System around the entire frame.

**MSRP**
- $1,100.00 EA (ITEM NUMBER: 2B3001)
- $1,275.00 EA (ITEM NUMBER: 2B3002)
- $1,525.00 EA (ITEM NUMBER: 2B3003)
- $1,750.00 EA (ITEM NUMBER: 2B3004)
- $1,825.00 EA (ITEM NUMBER: 2B3005)
- $1,975.00 EA (ITEM NUMBER: 2B3006)
**KWIK GOAL DELUXE EURO CLUB GOAL WHEEL OPTION**

**TEAM PRICING $495.00 SET**

The 10B410 Wheel Option is designed for the entire line of Deluxe European Club Goals.
- The 10B410 Wheel Option features Reliance Turf, No-Flat Tires, which make moving the goal on any surface easier and safer.
- One set of 4, 10B410 Wheel Option equips one Deluxe European Club Goal.

**MSRP $570.00 SET**  **ITEM NUMBER: 10B210**

---

**KWIK GOAL HEAVY DUTY ANCHOR BAG**

**TEAM PRICING $46.00 EA**

Reinforced heavy duty PVC material.
- Holds 40 lbs. of sand or stone (Not included).

**MSRP $60.00 EA**  **ITEM NUMBER: 10B7011**

---

**KWIK GOAL SADDLE ANCHOR BAG**

**TEAM PRICING $36.00 EA**

Straddles bottom bar for clean, secure fit.
- Bag top opening allows for continuous net attachment.
- Fill with up to 40 lbs. of sand (not included).

**MSRP $46.00 EA**  **ITEM NUMBER: 10B1605**

---

**GOALS & GOAL ACCESSORIES**
**KWIK FLEX SOCCER GOAL (2 SIZES)**

- TEAM PRICING/ 2B1701 (4’H X 6’W) $200.00 EA
- TEAM PRICING/ 2B1703 (6½’H X 12½’W) $230.00 EA

The new KWIK Flex Soccer Goal is the newest addition to the KWIK Goal soccer goal line.
- Made of ultra-durable fiberglass and metal, this goal can be easily set-up and taken down without the need for tools.
- The tension bars and vinyl posts and crossbar gives the KWIK Flex Soccer Goal the look of a traditional soccer goal.

**MSRP** $1,100.00 EA ITEM NUMBER: 2B1701

**MSRP** $1,525.00 EA ITEM NUMBER: 2B1703

---

Goal Sizes Includes:
- SMALL (4’H x 6’W)
- LARGE (6½’H x 12½’W)
KWIK GOAL NXT, COERVER® ALL-SURFACE TRAINING FRAME

TEAM PRICING/WC-185AS (6½'H X 18½'W) $825.00 EA
TEAM PRICING/WC-240AS (8'H X 24'W) $930.00 EA

The NXT All-Surface Training Frame is a full-size flat-faced goal that comes in 2 ideal sizes (6½' x 18½' or 8' x 24')

- This flat-faced goal allows training to take place on both sides of the goal simultaneously.
- The WC-185AS NXT All-Surface Training Frame features a 1¾" round aluminum frame and Kwik Button® assembly, ensuring the goal can be assembled and disassembled in minutes

MSRP $950.00 EA ITEM NUMBER: WC-185AS
MSRP $1,075.00 EA ITEM NUMBER: WC-240AS

Goal Sizes Includes:
LARGE (6½'H x 18½'W)
EXTRA LARGE (8'H x 24'W)
**KWIK GOAL 120MM MESH, SOLID BRAID KNOTLESS NETTING**

**TEAM PRICING (4’H X 6’W X 3’D X 3’B - 120mm MESH)**

The 3B3041 is a junior-size 4’ x 6 High Tenacity Polypropylene (HTPP) net without depth at the top.
- The mesh is 120mm wide and features a 2mm solid braid knotless rope.

*MSRP $50.00 EA*  
ITEM NUMBER: 3B3041

**TEAM PRICING (6½’H X 18.5’W X 2’D X 6½’B - 120mm MESH)**

The 3B5721 is a junior-size 6½’ x 18½’ High Tenacity Polypropylene (HTPP) net with depth at the top.
- The mesh is 120mm wide and features a 3mm solid braid knotless rope.

*MSRP $118.00 EA*  
ITEM NUMBER: 3B5721

**TEAM PRICING (6½’H X 12’W X 2’D X 6½’B - 3½”MESH)**

The 3B6823 is a junior-size 6½’ x 12’ High Tenacity Polypropylene (HTPP) net with depth at the top.
- The mesh is 3½” wide and features a 3mm solid braid, knotless rope.
- The 3B6823 meets entrapment prevention requirements of playground safety standards.

*MSRP $130.00 EA*  
ITEM NUMBER: 3B6823

**TEAM PRICING (6½’H X 18½’W X 2’D X 6½’B - 3½”MESH)**

The 3B6824 is a junior-size 6½’ x 18½’ High Tenacity Polypropylene (HTPP) net with depth at the top.
- The mesh is 3½” wide and features a 3mm solid braid, knotless rope.

*MSRP $140.00 EA*  
ITEM NUMBER: 3B6824

**TEAM PRICING (8’H X 24’W X 3’D X 8½’B - 120mm MESH)**

The 0050A is a full-size High Tenacity Polypropylene (HTPP) net with depth at the top.
- The mesh is 120mm wide and features a 3mm solid braid knotless rope.

*MSRP $125.00 EA*  
ITEM NUMBER: 0050A

**TEAM PRICING (8’H X 24’W X 3’D X 8½’B - 3½”MESH)**

The 3B6826 is a full-size High Tenacity Polypropylene (HTPP) net with depth at the top.
- The mesh is 3½” wide and features a 3mm solid braid, knotless rope.

*MSRP $170.00 EA*  
ITEM NUMBER: 3B6826
**KWIK GOAL 120MM MESH, SOLID BRAID KNOTLESS NETTING**

**TEAM PRICING (7’H X 21’W X 3’D X 7’B - 120mm MESH)**

The 3B26 is a junior-size polyethylene net.
- The mesh is 120mm wide and features a 3mm twisted rope.

*MSRP $125.00 EA*  |  *ITEM NUMBER: 3B26*

**TEAM PRICING (8’H X 24’W X 4’D X 10’B - 120mm MESH)**

The 3B6012 is a full-size High Tenacity Polypropylene (HTPP) net with depth at the top.
- The mesh is 120mm wide and features a 2mm solid braid knotless rope.

*MSRP $87.00 EA*  |  *ITEM NUMBER: 3B6012*

**KWIK KWIK GOAL EVOLUTION® NET, 120MM SQUARE MESH**

**TEAM PRICING (8’H X 24’W X 3’D X 8½’B)**

The 3B2162 is a full-size high tenacity polypropylene (HTPP) net with depth at the top.
- The mesh is 120mm square and features a 3mm solid braid, knotless rope.

*MSRP $320.00 EA*  |  *ITEM NUMBER: 3B2162*
**WGS NET TIES**

**TEAM PRICING $7.99 EA**

All white heavy duty velcro net ties.
- Sold in sets of 16 pieces, sufficient to attach 1 net to an 8' x 24' goal.

**MSRP $10.00 EA** ITEM NUMBER: 0102BL

---

**KWIK GOAL KWIK LOCK® NET CLIPS - 50 PACK**

**TEAM PRICING $21.50 PACK**

50 clips per package. Fits goals with Kwik Lock® or Evolution™ net attachment system.
- 2 packs attach 1 net to an 8' x 24' soccer goal.

**MSRP $55.00 PACK** ITEM NUMBER: 10B3201

---

**KWIK GOAL NET FASTENER**

**TEAM PRICING $7.50 EA**

The MNF-1 Net Fastener is a roll of reusable, 2-sided Velcro® that attaches a net to a soccer goal.
- The Net Fastener can be cut into lengths to fit any size soccer goal post.

**MSRP $20.00 EA** ITEM NUMBER: 0102BL
**WGS 6 SEATER BENCH**

**TEAM PRICING $74.99 EA**

6 Seater Portable Collapsible Bench, measurements:
105”L x 19”W x 32”H, Closed Bench & Bag :18”L x 5”Wx 32”H

**MSRP $90.00 EA** | **ITEM NUMBER: W19743**

*Available Colors: Black*

**WGS FOLDING CHAIR**

**TEAM PRICING $24.99 EA**

WGS logo folding chair. Oxford cloth with water proof covering. Carry bag included (WGS logo printed just as an image)

**MSRP $30.00 EA** | **ITEM NUMBER: 0231**

*Available Colors: Black*

**KWIK GOAL ATHLETIC PAINT - WHITE & ORANGE**

**TEAM PRICING/ WHITE $45.00 EA**

**TEAM PRICING/ ORANGE $50.00 EA**

The KWIK Goal Athletic Paint is used to line athletic fields.
- The KWIK Goal Athletic Paint is available in White (6A62) and Orange (6A611) and fits in the 6A401 Wet Stripper.

**MSRP $67.00 EA** | **ITEM NUMBER: 6A62**

**MSRP $85.00 EA** | **ITEM NUMBER: 6A611**

**INSTANT ICE PACK**

**TEAM PRICING $1.49 EA**

**MSRP $2.00 EA** | **ITEM NUMBER: W15060**